But the good news interviewed continue to inspire interviewed 2005 • V

Tommy Tenney
hosted a special program with guest
Phil Munsey
and his wife Tiny Lister
recently interviewed the "Esther Team"
for Jesus in the business community.

Denise Matthews
Miraculously healed and transformed by God's love,
known as the singer/songwriter and actress, "Vanity,"
now she is an evangelist for Jesus!

Dwight Thompson
in America. The Barna Group, Ltd. provides Christian
research and church enrichment.

Dr. George Barna,
Speaker and consultant, is the founder of Barna Group,
where he was a running back for the Oakland Raiders.
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**CONTINUED FROM ABOVE**

man to show us the way to God the Father and heaven. So forgive anyone that you may have been told about Jesus Christ and Christianity and let’s see what Jesus actually said and taught.

**“HAPPY ARE THOSE WHO ARE PERSECUTED BECAUSE THEY ARE GOOD. FOR THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS THEIRS.”**

Matt. 5:10 (TLB)

Ah, but it gets better –

**“WHEN YOU ARE REPROVED AND PERSECUTED AND LIE ABOUT YOU BECAUSE YOU ARE MY FOLLOWERS—WONDERFULLY BE HAPPY ABOUT IT! BE VERY GLAD!”**

TREMENDOUS REWARD AWARDS YOU UP IN HEAVEN!”

Matt. 5:11 (TLB)

See how different Jesus’ teaching is compared to the teachers of many religions? He goes on to say:

“IF YOU HAVE TWO COATS…GIVE ONE TO THE POOR. IF YOU HAVE EXTRA FOOD, GIVE IT AWAY TO THOSE WHO ARE HUNGRY.” Luke 3:11 (TLB)

**“THERE IS A SAYING, ‘LOVE YOUR FRIENDS WHO WANT TO BORROW.’ **Matt. 5:39 (TLB)

**“HAPPY ARE THOSE WHO ARE PERSECUTED BECAUSE THEY ARE GOOD. FOR THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS THEIRS.”**

Matt. 5:10 (TLB)

**“I know ‘PG’ stands for other things, but in Mike’s case it stands for PURE GOSPEL!”**

Mike Purkey

**“IT.Played with a Savior to forgive me of all my sins. Please come to Jesus’ cross and believe in the precious blood that He shed for you!”**

From Asia: “Absolutely, TBN has changed my life.”

From the U.S.A.: “I saw the healing channel on TBN and heard you say, ‘Jesus Loves You!’ and ever since my life has never been the same.” — G.R.

**“SMITINGO INTO AN EAGLE,” FROM THE EARLY 1970S.**

**“AMEN!”**

From Sweden: “I live in Sweden. I watch TBN every day, especially when I need the peace of mind. There are also some brand new songs such as, ‘I Get Excited,’ ‘See Those Clouds,’ and ‘Heaven’s Point’ with all the fantastic programs. Whenever I want to pray it. Some weeks ago I found your TV channel on some of the all powerful programs. When someone wants to be near to God, I sit in front of your TV and listen and pray with the programs.” — I.L.C.

**“WE ARE WATCHING IN PORTUGAL!”**

We love it! Thank you very much. You don’t know how much your ministry is doing out here.”

We love it. Thank you so much. You don’t know how much your ministry is doing out here.” — D.N.

**“TBN – Enlace**

**“ sending love letters from Around the World**

**“GOD BLESS YOU AND WELCOME INTO THE GREAT BIG BEAUTIFUL FAMILY OF GOD AS WELL AS OUR DEAR TBN FAMILY!”**

P.S. Happy 32nd anniversary to YOUR TBN!